Distant Supervised Relation Extraction (DSRE) is usually formulated as a problem of classifying a bag of sentences that contain two query entities, into the predefined relation classes. Most existing methods consider those relation classes as distinct semantic categories while ignoring their potential connections to each other and query entities. In this paper, we propose to leverage those connections to improve the relation extraction accuracy. Our key ideas are twofold: (1) For sentences belonging to the same relation class, the expression style, i.e. words choice, can vary according to the query entities. To account for this style shift, the model should adjust its parameters in accordance with entity types. (2) Some relation classes are semantically similar, and the mutual relationship of classes can be adopted to enhance the relation predictor. This is especially beneficial for those classes with few samples, i.e., long-tail classes. To unify these two ideas, we developed a novel Dynamic Neural Network for Relation Extraction (DNNRE). The network adopts a novel dynamic parameter generator which dynamically generates the network parameters according to the query entity types, relation classes, and the class similarity matrix. By using this mechanism, the network can simultaneously handle the style shift problem and leverage mutual class relationships to enhance the prediction accuracy for long-tail classes. Through our experimental study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method and show that it can achieve superior performance over the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Relation Extraction (RE) aims to extract relations of entities from sentences, which can automate the construction of Knowledge Bases (KBs) and has potential benefits to downstream applications such as question answering (Sadeghi, Kumar Divvala, and Farhadi 2015) and web search (Yan et al. 2009 ). Due to the difficulty of collecting a large amount of sentence-level annotations, most recent RE methods are based on the Distant Supervision (DS) framework (Mintz et al. 2009 ) which can automatically annotates adequate amounts of data. With the DS framework, RE can be cast as a problem of classifying a bag of sentences which contain the same query entity pair, into predefined relation classes.
This paper studies the DSRE problem by re-examining the relation definitions in the existing methods. On one S1： Chase Carey , the president of DirecTV . hand, the class definitions may not be fine-grained enough, since the style that a sentence expresses the entity relation may vary for different query entity pairs. For example, given two sentences in Figure 1 , they both express the same relation. However, the keywords that convey this relation are quite different due to the difference in query entity types, i.e., (Person, Organization) VS. (Person, News agency). It seems that we need to further consider the style shift problem of each relation class concerning the entity types. On the other hand, the class definitions may be too fine-grained since many classes are semantically related and their samples may be similar in the feature space. For example, the relation classes "/business/person/company" and "/business/company/founders" both express that a person is a member of a company. We expect that based on the class mutual relationship, the network learned from one class can be adapted to enhance other classes. That especially benefits the long-tail problem.
To unify those two arguments, we propose to use a dynamic neural network which contains parameters (i.e., attention and classifier) that can be dynamically determined by the query entity types and class mutual relationship. By doing so, we can make our prediction model adaptive to the query entity types which can naturally deal with the style shift problem. Also, the class mutual relationship is incorporated for determining the network parameters. Therefore, the learning process of class-dependent parameters will take into account the semantic similarity between relation classes. This mechanism can be particularly helpful for the long-tail problem.
Specifically, to realize the dynamics characteristic and generate parameters for our model, we develop a dynamic parameter generation module. Such module generates network parameters in two steps: firstly the entity types and relation lexical definitions are utilized to generate the dynamic class representations. Then, the mutual relationship of classes is further considered for transferring semantically similar information between the dynamic class representations, and output the final dynamic parameters for attention and classifier. Note that the mutual relationship of classes is characterized by the predefined semantic similarity between classes 1 and can be represented as a graph defined through an affinity matrix. The generator utilizes it in a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN).
In our design, the adaptation of parameters from the entity type information account for the style shift problem. Meanwhile, the adaptation from the relation lexical definitions and affinity matrix enhances the network for addressing the longtail problem. The dynamic parameter generator unifies these two arguments, which are complementary to each other.
We conduct experiments on a widely used large-scale DSRE benchmark dataset, and the experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed method. It is validated that the dynamic network design is beneficial for handling both style shift and long-tail problems in DSRE. In summary, our main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We first utilize the class relationship with entity types as well as the mutual relationship of classes for improving the performance of DSRE.
• We propose a novel dynamic parameter generator to build a dynamic neural network whose parameter is determined by the query entity types relation lexical definitions, and the mutual relationship of classes.
• Our experiments on a widely used benchmark show that our method gives new state-of-the-art performance.
2 Related Works
Hand-crafted Feature Based Methods
In its early years, most of the DSRE methods are based on the hand-crafted features (Mintz et al. 2009; Riedel, Yao, and McCallum 2010; Hoffmann et al. 2011 ), e.g., POS tags, named entity tags, and dependency paths. (Mintz et al. 2009 ) assumes that sentences containing the same entity pair, all express the same relation. However, this assumption does not always hold. To relax this assumption, (Riedel, Yao, and McCallum 2010) assumes that if two entities are held in a relation, at least one sentence mentioning these entities may express such relation. Then, they employ the multi-instance learning (MIL) paradigm to support this assumption. Later, since different relational triplets may have overlaps in a sentence, (Hoffmann et al. 2011; Surdeanu et al. 2012 ) apply the multi-instance multi-label paradigm to handle this problem. However, the hand-crafted features are not sufficient robust, which will lead to the error propagation problem.
Deep-feature Based Methods
Recently, researchers turn to apply deep learning to DSRE due to its promising performance and generalization ability in various NLP applications. Many methods (Zeng et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2016; Ji et al. 2017 ) are under the MIL paradigm framework aiming to denoise the data generated by DS. (Zeng et al. 2015) select one sentence in a bag which can well express the relation between the entity pair within such sentence. However, the authors omit useful information in other sentences, which are also useful for expressing such relation. To solve this problem, attention mechanism (Lin et al. 2016 ) and its variants Yuan et al. 2019b ) are introduced to capture the useful information in other sentences. Other learning strategies, like adversarial training (Wu, Bamman, and Russell 2017) , capsule network , and reinforcement learning (Feng et al. 2018; Takanobu et al. 2019) are also applied to DSRE to further improve its performance.
Methods Incorporating External Information
Recently, other useful external information is identified to be beneficial for DSRE, e.g., KB information. (Ji et al. 2017) utilize entity descriptions for DSRE, which can provide rich background information of entities, and help recognize relations in DSRE. (Vashishth et al. 2018 ) use a set of side information, e.g., entity type, and relation alias, to boost DSRE performance. (Lei et al. 2018) (Beltagy, Lo, and Ammar 2019) combines the distant supervision data with additional directly-supervised data to train a model for identifying valid sentences. However, all the above works ignore the style shift problem, whereas DNNRE uses the entity type information to address it and further improve DSRE performance. Besides, instead of the relation hierarchies structure defined in KB (Han et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019a) , we handle the longtail problem with the graph defined by the affinity matrix (i.e., the human-specified class relationship), since the semantically similar information can be directly transferred between two relation nodes. Note that there are also previous works using entity types in their models (Vashishth et al. 2018) . However, they are quite different from us: we utilize entity types to dynamically generate the parameters in our model for addressing the style shift problem, whereas previous works just use entity types as input features.
Methodology
The primary idea of the proposed method is to build a network with DYNAMIC weights, that is, parts of the net- work parameters will be dynamically generated by the combination of the entity types, relation lexical definitions, and class relationship matrix. This is in contrast to the traditional methods which use STATIC models for which the model parameters will be fixed during testing. Formally, the classdependent parameters λ of the proposed network can be dynamically generated by the following function:
where T e (i.e., T head e and T tail e ) is the entity types, S r is the lexical definitions of the candidate relation classes, A r is the predefined relationship between relation classes. The function φ is called dynamic parameter generator which transfer T e , S r , and A r into the network parameters λ.
Since T e is a variable of the query entity types, the generated network parameters will be online adapted at the test stage, which offers a solution to compensate the style shift. S r and A r are the other two factors for determining λ. Introducing them to the parameter generator φ enables the network to leverage the prior knowledge about the class mutual relationship, which is particularly helpful for handling the long-tail problem.
Overall Architecture
The overall architecture of DNNRE is illustrated in Figure  2 . In the top right, the Sentence Encoder encodes a bag of sentences into sentence representations. Meanwhile, the External Information Acquisition of T e , S r , and A r in the bottom left, will be executed, where the Type Mapping is queried by the entity pair to obtain the entity types, and Human-specified Class Relationship offer prior knowledge to obtain the affinity matrix. Then, these information will be utilized to generate the dynamic parameters by the Dynamic Parameter Generator (bottom). Finally, the dynamic parameters will build the Dynamic Neural Network (i.e., dynamic attention and classifier) in the top right. The Dynamic Attention aggregates the sentence representations into a bag representation, which is feed into the Dynamic Classifier to predict its corresponding relation class.
The remaining of this section is organized as follows:
• Firstly, the Sentence Encoder will be introduced briefly in subsection 3.2.
• Then, the Information Acquisition (i.e., T e , S r , and A r ) will be introduced exhaustively in subsection 3.3.
• The Dynamic Parameter Generator will be elaborated in subsection 3.4.
• Finally, the Dynamic Neural Network is introduced in subsection 3.5.
Sentence Encoder
In the framework of DSRE, the input of the network is a bag of sentences. Similar as most DSRE methods (Zeng et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2016) , we first convert each sentence S = w 1 , w 2 , ..., w |s| into a fixed length vector s i by using a sentence encoder. In this work, we use PCNN (Zeng et al. 2015) to fulfill this task.
Specifically, we represent each word in a sentence by the word embedding and the position embedding. The word embedding is used to represent each word token i of w i by a pre-trained word embedding vector v i , which is trained on NYT corpus by the word2vec tool 2 . Two fixed dimension vectors are used as position embedding to represent the relative positions between w i and entity pair. We concatenate position embedding p i1 , p i2 to the word representation.
The word representations
are fed into the encoding layer. m convolution kernels K = {k 1 , ..., k m } ∈ R nw×di slide over the input to capture features in the n w -gram:
where x j−n+1:j means the word representation from index j − n + 1 to j. Afterwards, we can obtain
After this convolution operation, a piecewise max-pooling is adopted to aggregate word-level information. Supposed h i is split into {h i1 , h i2 , h i3 } by the entity positions, this pooling method is described as below:
Then we obtain Q ∈ R m×3 , and Q is flattened to a vector and translate it into the sentence embedding s ∈ R ds by a non-linear layer.
External Information Acquisition
In our design, the generated parameters of the attention and classifier are dynamically determined by T e , S r and A r . The representations of them are shown as follows: T e : Entity Type Information. The type information of entities has been proved to be useful for the DSRE task (Liu et al. 2014; Vashishth et al. 2018) as additional input features. Unlike those existing works, we use the entity types to dynamically determine the network parameters. The entity types are extracted from KB and further mapping to the types defined by (Ling and Weld 2012) . We create an embedding vector for each entity type. Note that in practice, one entity may correspond to multiple entity types, in such a case, we then use the average of its corresponding entity type embedding vectors to represent it. S r : Relation lexical definition. Each relation can be defined lexically in a 3-level hierarchical structure, we split each relation into a 3-element tuple for better capturing the similarity between relations. Also, we represent each element as an embedding vector in the i-th relation tuple, i.e., {S i1 r , S i2 r , S i3 r }. For example, given two relations: 2 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/ • "/location/china province/capital" is split to ("/location", "/china province", "/capital"),
• "/location/fr region/capital" is split to ("/location", "/fr region", "/capital").
Their similarity can be identified from that both of them express the capital of a country region. What's more, since different relations may share the same elements, e.g., "/location" and "/capital" in the above relations, those embedding vectors can be trained from instances of different relation classes. Comparing with the scheme of representing each relation by a single embedding vector, the embedding in our design could be trained across classes and can generalize better for long-tail relations. A r : Relation Affinity Matrix. Besides inferring the interclass relationships from the lexical definition of classes, it is also possible to directly obtain the class relationship from prior knowledge. To incorporate such prior knowledge, we use the following rules to define an affinity matrix for relation classes (examples for the affinity matrix construction is shown in the Appendix):
A r ∈ R n×n denotes the affinity matrix, and i, j denotes two classes in n relation classes.
• If i is a special case of j, or is a concept at a lower level of j, then A r [i, j] = 0.5.
• If i and j have some similar properties in terms of space or time, then A r [i, j] = 0.5.
• A r [i, i] = 1 and A r [i, j] = 0 for other i, j pairs.
Note that the affinity matrix is a directed graph, i.e., A r [i, j] may not equal to A r [j, i].
Dynamic Parameter Generator
In the following we will elaborate the implementation of the dynamic parameter generator φ(T e , S r , A r ). In our design, it consists two parts and achieves parameter generation through two stages.
Stage 1: Generate dynamic class representation
The first stage is to convert T e and S r into a set of d n dimensional embedding vectors with each vector corresponding to one relation class. Because T e is dynamically changing with each query entity pair, the resulted representation is not a constant after training.
The conversion of this step is achieved by fully-connected layers and it consists of three terms.
where w i ∈ R dr , is a static parameter for the i-th class and it encodes class-specific information. The second term f t (T head e , T tail e ) can be seen as a dynamic component generated from the information of the head and tail entity types; the third term f tri (S i r ) can be viewed as a dynamic component generated from the information of the relation lexical definition.
Since an entity may belong to multiple entity types, we represent T head e and T tail e as a set of entity type embeddings, namely, T head = t 1 head , ..., t |T head | head and T tail = t 1 tail , ..., t |T tail | tail
. The mapping function f t (·, ·) is then realized by:
, where ave denotes the averaging operation on the entity type embeddings and F C denotes the fully-connected layers. In our design, we use a two-layer fully-connected module.
We also use a two-layer fully-connected module for generating mapping from S i r which consists of three embeddings {S i1 r , S i2 r , S i3 r }. The mapping function is defined as:
Stage 2: Generate parameters with the GCN The key idea of GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) enables information on each node of a graph to flow to each other. Formally, given an affinity matrix A ∈ R n×n and features representation H l ∈ R n×dn as input of a graph convolution layer, the output of a graph convolution layer is H l+1 ∈ R n×d n . The convolution operation on a graph can be defined as follows:
where h(·) is an activation function and A denotes a Laplace normalization on A, and W l ∈ R dn×d n is a translation matrix and is the parameters to be learned at the training time.
In our application, we use the results of stage 1 as the input H 0 ∈ R n×dn of the GCN:
where n denotes the number of relation classes. The last layer output of GCN, H L , is the final output of the dynamic parameter generator φ and will be utilized as the network parameters for the attention and the classifier. In our work, we use two dynamic parameter generators: one for the attention and one for the classifier. We denote them as φ a (T e , S r , A r ) ∈ R n×d l and φ c (T e , S r , A r ) ∈ R n×d l , where d l is the dimensions of the parameters for each class.
Dynamic Neural Network
After the sentences being encoded into vector representations, the next operation is to aggregate them into a bag representation by attention mechanism. Finally the bag representation are fed into a classifier.
Attention and classifier both measure the similarity between features and relations, at sentence and bag level, respectively. In that sense, the dynamic parameter generator can enhance both of them, which will be introduced as dynamic attention and dynamic classifier module in the following parts.
Dynamic Attention
Given n s sentences in a bag, their corresponding features are extracted by PCNN as S = {s 1 , ..., s ns }, it is a common practise to use the attention mechanism to generate n s weights to selectively attend the most relevant sentence. Then the sentence features are aggregated to a fixed-length vector representation for a bag.
In our work, the attention parameters will be generated by the dynamic parameter generator, and the attention weights is calculated as follows:
where r k is the dynamic attention parameters for the k-th class and [·] k indicates taking out the k-th row. s i is the sentence feature. Note that we run the dynamic attention n times to obtain n aggregation results, i.e., [z 1 , ..., z n ].
Dynamic Classifier
Each result z k is classified by its corresponding classifier. In other words, the decision value for the k-th class is
where w k is dynamic classifier parameters for the k-th class. and b k is a bias term. Note that at the test stage, we do not know the ground-truth relation category k, thus we run the dynamic attention and the dynamic classifier n times with a hypothesis k each time. Each run will produce a posterior probability for the k-th class, and this result will be used for prediction and evaluation. The same operation has also been used in (Lin et al. 2016 ).
Experimental Results
In this section, we first describe the dataset and evaluation criteria. Second, we show our hyper-parameter choices. Then, we report our results compared with other existing methods for DSRE. Finally, we conduct the ablation study and case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of DNNRE.
Dataset
We evaluate our method on a widely used dataset, NYT. Such dataset is generated by aligning Freebase relation facts with the New York Times corpus. The entities in sentences are recognized by the Stanford Named Entity Tagger (Finkel, Grenager, and Manning 2005) and further matched the corresponding Freebase entities. The NYT dataset has been widely used as benchmark in the existing literature (Hoffmann et al. 2011; Surdeanu et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2016 ).
Evaluation Criteria
Following the existing works (Mintz et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2016) , we use a held-out evaluation method to evaluate the models. The held-out evaluation method compares the predicted relation classes with the ground truth to evaluate the corresponding method. The Precision-Recall (PR) curves and the top-N precision (P@N) will be reported for analysis. Moreover, to further evaluate our method on long-tail relations, we follow Zhang et al. 2019a ) and apply Hits@K metrics. In Addition, in the ablation study, we use AUC for quantitative analysis. 
Hyper-parameter Settings
We use the same hyper-parameter settings in PCNN (Zeng et al. 2015) . The dimension of entity type and relation tuple element embedding are both set to 50. GCN layers are set to 2. The cross-entropy loss function is applied to train our model. The Adadelta optimizer with its default parameters is used as the optimizer. Moreover, dropout strategy is used at the classification layer, and L2-regularization is also used to prevent the model training from over-fitting.
Overall Evaluation Results
To evaluate the performance of DNNRE, we compare it against several existing hand-crafted feature based and deepfeature based methods, which are as follows:
• Mintz represents a traditional DSRE model that was proposed by (Mintz et al. 2009 ). From the PR curves in Figure 3 , it can be observed that DNNRE achieves superior performance compared with the state-of-the-arts. The precision value of DNNRE outperforms others under almost all recall values. Especially, when recall is less than 0.10 or ranges from 0.15 to 0.35, there is an obvious margin between DNNRE and other methods. By cross referencing the P@N results in Table 1 , it is clear that our method achieves significant improvement over the comparing methods. To highlight, on average our methods attains 6.4% improvement over RESIDE which is a recent methods and also uses side information to assist prediction.
The performance of DNNRE indicates that the design of dynamic network can take advantage of the class relation with entity types, and the priori class relationship. It can dynamically adapt its parameters to represent the relations more accurately. A case study will be reported for evaluate the effectiveness of DNNRE for the style shift problem caused by keyword variation in subsection 4.7. 
Evaluation for Long-tail Relations
We also evaluate the performance of DNNRE on Long-tail Relations by following the protocol of Zhang et al. 2019a ): (1) A subset of the test dataset in which all the relations has fewer than 100/200 training instances is selected.
(2) Hits@K with K = {10, 15, 20} metrics is used as evaluation metric, which measures the likelihood of true relation falls into the first K candidate relations recommended by the model. In Table 2 , we observe that our method outperforms PCNN+ATT (Lin et al. 2016) , PCNN+HATT (Han et al. 2018) and PCNN+KATT (Zhang et al. 2019a ) in all the Hits@K metrics. In addition, our model outperforms others significantly at least 10% absolute improvement in the most cases. This demonstrates that the incorporation of relation lexical definition and priori mutual-class relationship into the dynamic neural network can substantially boost the performance on long-tail relation classes.
Entity pair & Type
Sentence (Chase_Carey, DirecTV) (/person, /organization) /business/person/company ''subscribers will receive a better product , with more content and more features , '' Chase_Carey , the president of DirecTV , wrote in a seven-page letter to the federal communications commission .
''from a customer standpoint , we 'd have nothing more than what we had before , '' said Chase_Carey , the president of DirecTV , '' but there are business terms that work for us .'' Bob_Woodruff returns in a documentary Bob_Woodruff , the ABC_News anchor who was severely injured by a roadside bomb while covering the war in iraq last january , will deliver his first on-air report since then , when he is seen in a documentary to be broadcast by abc on feb. 27 .
rye Bob_Woodruff , ABC_News journalist .
0.16
the ABC_News anchor brian williams arrived in baghdad yesterday , the first network news anchor to travel to baghdad since Bob_Woodruff , who was then the co-anchor of ABC_News , was severely injured by a roadside bomb in january 2006 . 
0.85

Ablation Study
In this subsection, we conduct ablation studies to validate the effect of each component of DNNRE. Note that since some bags in testing set are noisy, we use AUC (recall < 0.4) to focus on the high confidence bags in low-recall region.
In Table 3 (top), w/o dynatt denotes a variant by removing the dynamic attention and only use the vanilla static attention parameters. w/o dyncla denotes a variant by removing the dynamic classifier and and only use the vanilla static classifier parameters. When both dynamic parts are removed from DNNRE, it degrades to PCNN+ATT. Without the dynamic attention and classifier, it only achieves the AUC less than 0.25, which drops around 6 points from the results achieve by DNNRE. Merely using dynamic attention (w/o dyncla) or dynamic classifier (w/o dynatt) can boost the performance of PCNN+ATT to around 0.277 and 0.290, respectively. This demonstrates that each dynamic module contributes to the superior performance of DNNRE, that is, both the dynamic design of the attention and classifier are beneficial for relation recognition.
Note that we also remove each input of the Dynamic Parameter Generator for analysis in Table 3 (bottom). w/o lexi is DNNRE without relation lexical definitions. w/o affi denotes a variant of removing the affinity matrix in DNNRE, and the dynamic parts are directly obtained from the stage 1 in the generator. w/o type denotes DNNRE without incorporation of the entity type information. The results clearly show that removing entity type, relation lexical definition or affinity matrix results in performance drop. Particularly, when the entity type is removed, the performance drops significantly. The results validate that the dynamic characteristics are the key for DNNRE. Figure 4 uses two examples to show how DNNRE addresses the style shift problem. Two models, DNNRE and its variant which removes type information (as in the Ablation study) are used. The first example expresses the relation by the keyword "the president of ". The correct relation is detected by both models with high confidence. However, in the second example, the entity type changes to "news agency", and the sentence expresses the same relation by using a different set of keywords, i.e., "anchor" and "journalist". The proposed DNNRE is able to adjust the model parameters according to entity type information and make correct prediction: the confidence score from DNNRE for this example is 0.85 while DNNRE w/o type only obtains 0.16.
Case Study
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel dynamic parameter generator, which can build a Dynamic Neural Network for Relation Extraction (DNNRE). The parameters of DNNRE are determined by the query entity types and the mutual-class relationship. Our proposed model can adjust the network parameter to address the potential style shift caused by keyword variation under different entity types. Our method is also capable of taking advantage of prior knowledge about the semantic similarities between classes. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed method and its various components are effective for improving the relation extraction accuracy.
